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ABSTRACT

Accurate Far Field antenna and Radar Cross-Section measurements require perfect plane
wave illumination. However, the incident field in contemporary compact ranges can not
meet those demands. The uniform plane wave produced by the compact range reflectors is
disturbed by interference from various stray sources present in the compact range. When
accurate measurements are to be made, this disturbance has to be removed or corrected.

In this report a software correction of the corrupted data is presented based on a specific
model for the incident field. The disturbed incident compact range field is separated in one
desired uniform plane wave incident from boresight and various stray contributions
incident from various directions. With this discription of the incident field it is possible to
derive the compact range interference from a reference measurement. As reference object a
flat plate is used because of practical benefits and its high directivity. When the interfering
contributions are determined from the reference measurement they can be used to calculate
the actual incident field for the compact range.
With plane wave synthesis techniques a plane wave is created by appropriately weighing
the contributions from separated sources. Similarly a set of weighing factors can be
calculated from the disturbed incident field to compensate for the interference from the
stray sources. This way the corrupted measurement is corrected.
These correction factors, or weighing factors, are calculated independently from the actual
measurement which is to be corrected ultimately. y,~ J ~ i /

For a one-dimensional correction of an antenna measurement the correction technique has
no limitations and is applicable for all angles. However, it is very important that the two
dimensional reality of the compact range is implied correctly in the one-dimensional
correction process. Particularly the sensitivity to elevated stray sources is a crucial point
for the success of the correction technique.
When the reference object is precisely adapted to the test object and the reference data is
acquired with great care, an accurate determination of the true incident field is possible,
resulting in a very accurate correction of the test measurement.

The one-dimensional correction technique is tested in practice by correcting the measured
radiation pattern of a low sidelobe slotted waveguide antenna with the reference data from
a bar. The results were quite satisfactory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two different techniques which give information about the electromagnetic
properties of an object: Antenna measurements and Radar Cross-Section (RCS)
measurements. Antenna measurements are used to determine the directional sensitivity of
an antenna. With an RCS measurement the directional reflectivity of the object under test
is registered. For both situations it is very important that the gathered data sheds light on
the Far Field (FF) properties of the antenna or object under test. For an antenna
measurement this means that the antenna must be illuminated by a plane wave. An RCS
measurement additionally requires that the scattered radiation is measured in the FF.
An obvious way to meet this FF requirement is to measure under direct FF conditions. But
it is also possible to perform the measurement under non-FF, Near Field (NF), conditions.
Additional processing is then used to transform the measured NF data into the desired FF
data.

1.1. Near Field measurements

1.1.1. Scanning surfaces

a: spherical

fir:fj:_:_!._,;.-.__:.~.~:_~_:_:._·.:.-_::.::>_-:~:.__,_._,'...•'..~..:_.•_.~,.:.~___..,'~j,:2'~-j -_-:~_
~':.""~-r-·:·::" : ,

tEii~Et1
b: cylindrical

Fig. 1.1: Near Field scanning surfaces.

c: planar

In order to determine the electromagnetic NF, the scattered fields are scanned over a
surface near the object. When the scanning surface encloses the object completely, the
obtained results are the most accurate. Yet, complete enclosure of the object is not a
necessity. According to Morse and Feshbach, [1], there are six surfaces to be considered as
possible scan surfaces. Because of mechanical convenience only three of these surfaces are
considered here: a spherical, cylindrical and planar surface. These three scan surfaces are
shown in figure 1.1.
Spherical scanning
Because a spherical surface surrounds the object completely, theoretically, the results will
be most accurate. However, the practical execution of a complete spherical scan is very
time consuming and the spherical NFIFF transformation demands intensive processing.
This makes the spherical surface less useful.
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Planar scanning
Scanning the electromagnetic fields across a planar surface is a very simple execution and
the corresponding NFIFF transformation is equally simple. But, a major setback is
introduced by the poor enclosure of the object. Even in case of an infinite planar surface,
only half of the scattered radiation is intercepted. This makes this measurement less
accurate and therefore less preferable.
Cylindrical scanning
An obvious solution lies in a combination of both methods, resulting in a cylindrical
scanning surface. When the cylindrical surface is sufficiently high, the scattered radiation
that cannot be accounted for will be restricted to both axial directions only. Together with
a relatively simple measurement execution and NFIFF transformation, the cylindrical
scanning surface will give quite accurate results with reasonable effort.

1.1.2. Single Plane Collimating Range

In conventional cylindrical NF scanning techniques the NF coming from the object is
probed on a cylindrical surface surrounding the object; let's sayan antenna. Because of the
reciprocal nature of reception and transmission of an antenna the same results will be
obtained if the antenna is illuminated by a cylindrical wave. A high quality cylindrical
wave can be produced by combination of a spherical source with a parabolic cylindrical
reflector. This is done in a Single Plane Collimating Range (SPCR). [2]

reflector
radar absorbing material

Figure 1.2: SPCR at the Eindhoven University of Technology (top view).

The feed produces a spherical wave which is transformed into a cylindrical wave by the
reflector (collimator). Instead of illuminating the fixed object from different aspect angles,
the incident direction of the cylindrical wave is fixed while the object is rotated on a
positioner. The walls, floor and ceiling of the room are covered with radar absorbing
material in order to attenuate the reflected waves from these surfaces and so create a room
which is electromagnetically anechoic. Because of the limited dimensions of the reflector
the spherical electromagnetic field is not reflected completely. Therefore the
electromagnetic field is not infinitely cylindrical, but strongly tapered in both horizontal
and vertical direction. However, with a sufficiently large reflector the cylindrical area is
large enough.
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1.2. Far Field measurements

1.2.1. Direct Far Field measurements

Trying to measure electromagnetic fields under direct FF conditions requires that the wave
incident on the object is a plane wave. An incident wave can be considered plane when the
phase shift across the objects surface is less than 22,5 degrees, measured from centre to
edge. For a spherical wave this means that it can be considered plane at a distance:

(1.3)

with D for the objects diameter and A. for the electromagnetic wavelength. When a lOGHz
wave and an object of 1m is used, the FF distance would be about 66m. So, with an
antenna measurement the feed and the object should be at least 66m apart. An RCS
measurement would also require a distance of 66 meters between object and probe. It is
obvious that these circumstances are impossible inside. In order to do FF measurements
inside, the FF conditions have to be created synthetically.

1.2.2. Indirect Far Field measurements, Compact Antenna Test Range

In a way similar to that in an SPCR, the spherical electromagnetic field originating from a
(point) source can be transformed into a plane wave to illuminate the object; as required
by the FF condition. All this can be realized within the limited size of a laboratory. Such a
setup is called a Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR).

unifonn
plane
wave

~-----

Figure 1.3: CATR at the Eindhoven University of Technology (top view).
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A CATR closely resembles the above described SPCR. The main difference lies in the
reflectors. The SPCR only has one reflector to convert the electromagnetic wave from
spherical to cylindrical. In a CATR an additional reflector is used to transform the
cylindrical wave into a plane wave. [3] As a fortunate consequence connected with the
plane wave illumination, the NFIFF transformation of the measured data is not necessary.
In a CATR RCS and antenna measurements can be performed under (simulateded) FF
conditions.
Just as in an SPCR, the reflectors of a CATR strongly taper the reflected field. The area in
which the incident electromagnetic wave may be approximated by a plane wave is called
the Quiet Zone (QZ).

1.3. Imperfections of compact ranges

If the NFIFF transformation, necessary with an SPCR setup, is not considered, compact
ranges like an SPCR and a CATR have two typical setbacks originating from their physical
structure.
In the above it is already mentioned that the limited dimensions of compact range
reflector(s) cause tapering in the reflected wave, resulting in a limited QZ. The
electromagnetic waves outside this QZ cannot be approximated by a cylindrical or plane
wave and therefore should not be used to illuminate an object under test. If the object
under test exceeds the QZ dimensions, extra correction for the tapering has to be applied
[4]. But, if the objects dimensions remain within the limits of the QZ, the measurements
will not experience any influence from the non-cylindrical or non-planar illumination
outside the QZ. Keeping this in mind, the results of indirect FF measurements performed
in a compact range should be in good resemblance with the FF reality. The fact that they
do not indicates another problem.
Accurate RCS and antenna measurements require perfect plane wave illumination. Within
the limits of the QZ the incident field originating from the compact range reflectors is
approximately plane. However, this plane incident field is contaminated by various sources
of stray signals. Among other stray sources, the contribution of the diffracting fields
emanating from the reflector terminations and the direct radiation from the feed to the
object are the major sources of unwanted radiation. All these stray signals interfere with
the desired plane wave incident on the object, causing amplitude and phase variations in
the incident electromagnetic field. This ripple in the test field of the QZ ultimately results
in considerable measurement errors. If the compact ranges are to be used for accurate
measurements, the ripple in the test zone and therefore the interfering stray signal sources
should be accounted for. For the major contributions the direct radiation from the feed
could partially be prevented by careful construction of the feed house. The diffraction from
the reflector terminations is more difficult to encounter. The emanating radiation can be
attenuated by shaping the objects edges [5,6], but they cannot be ruled out completely.
Therefore a method to correct the influence of the remaining stray signals is necessary.
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2. KNOWN CORRECTION TECHNIQUES

2.1. Cylindrical wave correction techniques

In an SPCR it is necessary to transform the cylindrical NF data into the desired FF data.
The NFIFF transformation is based expressing the cylindrical electromagnetic field as a
summation Hankel functions of the second kind:

00

E(r,c/» = L a
n
H;2)(kr) ejnt/J

n=-oo (2.1)

where: r,<\>:
an:
H;2)(kr):
k:
A:

cylindrical coordinates radius and angle
amplitude coefficient for the n-th wave component
Hankel function of the second kind, order n and argument kr
the electromagnetic wavenumber for free space, equals ~
electromagnetic wavelength 2rr

with the implication that the electromagnetic field is directed along the z-axis of a
cylindrical coordinate system (r,c/>,z). The basic idea for this type of transformation was
first introduced by Brown and lull [7].

2.1.1. Cylindrical NFIFF transformation

The representation of every cylindrical wave component consists of a radial dependent
factor anH;2)(kr) and an angular dependency ejnt/J. The radial factor H;2)(kr) is replaced
by its large argument approximation:

Implementing this in (2.1) gives:

EzCr,c/» = R(r)' F(c/»

with the radial and angular dependencies as respectively R(r) and F(c/»:

(2.2)

(2.3)

~
j(-kr+!:)

R(r) = -' e 4
7rkr n=-oo
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When the electromagnetic fields are measured at a cylindrical surface with radius r=b,
(2.1) changes into:

00

E(b,¢J) = L anH~Z)(kb)· ejnl/J
n=-oo (2.5)

With the Hankel functions known from their large argument approximation, the only
unknown quantity is the factor an. By interpreting (2.5) as a Fourier series, an is found by
dividing the inverse Fourier transformation by the corresponding H~Z)(kb):

a =n (2.6)

So with a measurement of the electromagnetic NF (at a radial distance b), the factors an
can be calculated for every n. Once all the an are known, the electromagnetic FF can be
determined from (2.1).

2.1.2. Plane wave synthesis with cylindrical waves

Bennett [8,9] based his method on the same cylindrical wave expansion as Brown and lull:

00

n=-oo (2.1)

Yet, he did not derive his method directly from this expression; as Brown and lull did. His
purpose was to correct the measurement for the non-idealities of the incident
electromagnetic wave and so synthesize a plane incident wave. The derivation of this FF
expression is as follows:

Take two radial distances: r=d1 in the NF and r=d2 in the FF. When the electromagnetic
field is scanned on a cylindrical surface with those two radii (2.1) becomes:

00

n=-oo
00

E(dz,¢J) = L anHn(Z)(kdz)· ejnl/J
n=-oo

The ratio between the FF and the NF of a certain mode n can be written as:

6
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(2.8)

The corresponding Fourier transform of wen) is:

oc

W(cf» =_1 " w(n)· e -jnrp
21T L.J

n=-oo (2.9)

If an array of identical line sources is weighted in phase and amplitude according to W(<!»,
a plane wave region will be created around the origin of the used coordinate system. With
this weighting function the electromagnetic FF at a distance d2 is found with the following
correlation [10]:

1T

E(dz,cf» = !W(cf» E(dl'W+cf» dW
-1T

=E(d1,cf» * W(cf»
(2.10)

where* indicates the complex conjugate.
Note: If the FF is taken at infinity, the coefficients wen) cannot be calculated because the
Hankel functions are approximately zero for infinite arguments. For this case the
coefficients W(<!» have to be modified:

W(cf» =_1 t w(n). e-jnrp

Z1T n=-oc w(D)

where

(2.11)

(2.12)

An advantage of Bennett's approach is that the weighting coefficients are independent of
the object under test and therefore can be calculated in advance and stored for further use.
By using a set of weighting coefficients it is also possible to account for the directivity of
the used probe [11]. Furthermore, plane wave synthesis can be used to check the validity
of the weighting function. Also the accuracy of the transformation procedure can be
defined.
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2.2. Plane wave correction techniques

In a Compact Antenna Test Range the incident electromagnetic field is supposed to be a
plane wave. So additional NFIFF transformation is not needed. The processing required
with a CATR is used to correct for the non-idealities of the compact range. Various
sources of stray signals cause interference with the desired incident plane wave. Some of
the stray sources radiation can be attenuated by careful shielding with radar absorbing
material. But the stray radiation cannot be annihilated completely. The remaining
interference has to be countered by measurement techniques and processing.
The interference mainly originates from [12]:

- direct radiation from feed to object and vice versa
- direct coupling between transmit and receive hom with RCS measurements
- diffraction from reflector terminations
- reflection from the objects mount
- interaction between object mount and the mount itself
- etc.

A predominant effect of these interferences is that they increase the lowest levels of a
radiation pattern. For convenience, the object is chosen to be an antenna. When the
radiation pattern of the antenna is measured with only the desired uniform plane wave
incident, the received power as a function of the aspect angle is directly related to the
antennas radiation pattern. But, when there are other sources present, it could be possible
that while the sensitivity of the antenna is measured for a certain aspect angle, the main
lobe of the antenna looks directly to a stray source. The registered response is then a
combination of the desired sidelobe sensitivity and the level of the stray source. The
contribution of the stray sources mainly corrupts the radiation pattern at smaller aspect
angles. Because, as the radiation pattern is measured for larger angles, the main lobe of the
antenna moves further into the region of decreasing stray sources. So the influence of the
stray sources becomes less significant and, consequently, the measurement more accurate.

,
I

~ ....... :, ,, ,I,
I.

f

,
,

,.
t ...
I '

~/.'I .
1
I ... "
If •I, •
" I14 t ,.',
, I' lof·
, )1 I'
• II It

,! II

t I

Figure 2.1: FF radiation pattern of a line source. (Dotted: stray source contribution.) [13]
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2.2.1. Spectral plane wave synthesis

This technique is based on acquiring a spectral signature of the incident field in the test
zone area. From this the interfering spectral elements can be determined. When these are
known, future measurements can be corrected accordingly [13].

Plane wave spectral analysis

For Far Field experiments a plane electromagnetic field is required. The expression of a
uniform plane wave propagating in the direction k is:

E = A(k) e -jk'"

where:

k = k Ii+k Ii+k Iixx yy zz
r = r u +r u +r ux x y y z z
A(k) = A u+A u+A uxx yy zz

k· A(k) = °

: complex wavenumber Jk; + k} + k; = 2;
: position vector

: complex amplitude of the wave

: plane wave condition.

(2.13)

In view of the relation between a specific electromagnetic wavelength A and k, only two
of the three {k ,k ,k } can be chosen freely. So the argument of A(k) can be reduced to_ x y z

A(kx,ky) with kz defined by A.
However, the test zone field is not uniform plane, but rippled in amplitude and phase. This
disturbed field can be expanded in terms of incident plane wave spectral components,
sampled in amplitude and phase on a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction:

00 00

E(r) = f f A (k k) e -jk' ,.dk dk
x' y x y

-00-00

(2.14)

Because (2.14) represents a two-dimensional summation of plane waves propagating in
direction k, the term A(kx,k) is called the plane wave spectrum.
Suppose that the antenna aperture lies in the centre of the coordinate system in the XY
plane (z=O). The electric field can then be separated in two polarizations which resemble
two separate two-dimensional Fourier transformations:

E(xJ1,O) = E antenne(XJ1)
= Eax(xJ1) Ux + Eax(xJ1) uy

9
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With the Fourier transformations as:

00 00

-00-00

00 00

-00-00

(2.16)

By inverse Fourier transformation the corresponding spectra Alk;x ,ky) and Aikx ,k) are:

00 00

-00-00

00 00

A/kx,ky) = 4~ JJEa/xJl).ei(kJ:
X

+ kyy)dxdy
-00-00

(2.17)

Consider, for instance, the wavefront s(x) to be the (infinitely wide) incident test field:

s(x) = I + O.2cose1T
x)p

It is clear that the residual component r(x) in this expression is:

r(x) = O.2cose1Tx)
p

• 21T • 21T
-J-X J-X

= O.le p + O.le p

(2.18)

(2.19)

So the residual contribution can be composed of two uniform plane waves with amplitude
0.1 and incident from the direction 8 j where sin(8j ) = ±~.

The Plane Wave Spectrum (PWS) of s(x) is obtained by 'Fourier transformation of s(x);
S(8) =${ s(x) }. The central response is caused by the desired uniform plane wave. The
others represent both residual plane wave contributions from r(x). Because of the residual
amplitude 0.1, the level of the residuals is -20dB below the desired uniform plane wave.

0····· _ __ -_ .

-20 _ .

x

Figure 2.2 Incident wavefront sex) in test zone.
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Along with this theoretical example a practical note is necessary. The sampling of the test
zone is done on a finite surface. In doing so, it can be assumed that the incident field only
exists on this surface and equals zero elsewhere. The description of such a field is a
rectangular function. Because of the vertical edges of a rectangular function, the angular
width of the spectrum increases considerably. (c.f. a unity rectangular function with a sinc
shaped spectrum.) This spectral spreading of the plane wave components makes the
assumption of a limited field existence undesirable because of the difficult evaluation of
these spectra. It would be better to periodically expand the incident electromagnetic field
outside the scanning surface before spectral analysis. In this way spectral analysis of, for
instance, one single unifonn plane wave would result in a delta-function at the
corresponding aspect angle. Similarly, the spectral width of every component in the test
zone field would result in one single, narrow spectral component. Which makes the
processing a lot easier.

spectral correction of the measurement

As indicated, the PWS of the test zone field reveals the directions and levels of the stray
components. Bennett [13] stated that the measured radiation pattern of an object, F(O), is
the true objects radiation pattern, A(O), convolved with the PWS of the test zone, S(O):

F(O) = A(O) * S(O) . (2.20)

This indicates that if the PWS S(O) can be deconvolved from the measurement, the effect
of the field irregularities can be annihilated.
The PWS of the test zone, S(O), is obtained by scanning the incident electromagnetic field
using a probe with a known response P(O). The recorded data, D(O), equals:

D(O) =P(O) * S(O) . (2.21)

From (2.21) the unknown S(O) can be derived because both D(O) and P(O) are known. Now
with S(O) known as well, it is possible to deconvolve S(O) from (2.20), thus revealing the
true radiation pattern A(O).

In compact ranges the tapering of the incident field plays a significant part in the accuracy
of the results. The figures (reprinted from [13]) on the next page show three types of
tapering of the incident field together with their PWS.
For the case of the uniform field distribution, the high edge illumination has caused severe
amplitude and phase ripple in the test zone wavefronts. And as a result of the edge
discontinuity, two additional peaks occur in the PWS. A 12dB Gaussian taper reduces the
level of the sidelobes, but causes the residual level near the main plane wave component to
increase to a level even higher than the outer side1obes. As expected, an increase of the
Gaussian tapering up to 30dB further reduces the contribution of the residual sources at
larger angles. Yet, the residual level close to the main response increases to a level only
25dB below the main response.
All this indicates that radiation patterns measured with a severely tapered compact range
field experience a strong influence from residual sources at small angles. For larger angles
the interference from the residual contributions is much less. (As mentioned in the intro of
paragraph 2.2. as well.)
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Figure 2.4: Simulated test zone with unifonn illumination.
a: Effective aperture distribution
b: Wavefront amplitude
c: Wavefront phase
d: Equivalent FF source distribution, PWS
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Figure 2.5: Simulated test zone with 12dB Gaussian tapering.
a: Effective aperture distribution
b: Wavefront amplitude
c: Wavefront phase
d: Equivalent FF source distribution, PWS
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Figure 2.6: Simulated test zone with 30dB Gaussian tapering.
a: Effective aperture distribution
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d: Equivalent FF source distribution, PWS
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2.2.2. Antenna Pattern Comparison methods

The methods described above all used some sort of reference measurement with a known
object to obtain information about the test zone field. Subjects of this paragraph are two
correction techniques which use no other object than the object under test. By comparing
the results of two or more radiation pattern measurements the disturbing influences in the
test zone field can be determined.

Upside-down measurements

The first technique is very simple to execute and needs practically no processing. Yet, it
still gives a fairly good impression about the whereabouts and relative strength of the stray
components disturbing the test zone field. To illustrate the technique, a parabolic antenna
is assumed as the object under test.
The radiation pattern of the antenna is recorded twice in one specific plane. Once with the
antenna in its starting position. And again with the antenna rotated 180· around its main
beam axis, upside-down. An important restriction to the success of this method is that the
mechanical axis of rotation must coincide with the objects electromagnetical axis.

antenna

;:1 A
/ :

,/ :
, :

,/ :
/~i :

/ :
/ :

/ :
, I

, I

'~; ,><: <., :
stray . :

component I

~········f-· ·-t·-···r···--t---t--.: :.::..~ ~~ :: ~ .' ~ :::..::::~:•.

........... .

desired
uniform plane wave

upright situation

antenna rotation

)

antenna

//'/
,,,,,

,,
'" //

'5<'~,
stray"·'

component

·········r····..···r·······..i··..····i·······..·t· .. _ .
........... .
------ -_..- '--'''-~ .._-

desired
uniform plane wave

upside-down situation

Figure 2.7: Upside-down measurement technique.

If there are no interferences, the resulting patterns from these two measurements should be
each others mirror image. This can easily be verified by plotting both patterns in one
figure with the upside-down measurement inverted in scan direction.
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But if there is a stray signal incident from aspect angle a, the radiation patterns will be
corrupted for that direction. The upright measured pattern will deviate from the correct
pattern at aspect angle a, while the upside-down pattern is corrupted at the opposite angle
-a. This effect shows clearly when both patterns are plotted together.

__ : upright measurement

__ : upside-down measurement

-(X aspect angle

Figure 2.8: Upright and upside-down measured radiation patterns.

For the other aspect angles the radiation patterns experience no interference. So the
difference between the upside-down pattern and the upright pattern clearly indicates the
stray sources direction and strength.
When there are multiple stray sources interfering with the desired incident plane wave in
the test zone field the patterns become more difficult to evaluate. In particular when there
are stray sources from opposite directions. For that case there is no reference value
available since both values at a and -a are contaminated by the interference.
It is obvious that the upside-down method can also be used to verify the effect of an other
correction technique. For it will clearly show when there are still stray sources present in
the measurement.

Novel Antenna Pattern Comparison method

The second method which will be discussed takes more time to carry out and also needs
additional processing. But considering the results of this technique, it is worth the effort.
The Antenna Pattern Comparison (APC) method uses several radiation patterns measured
at different locations. For each location the difference in distance between the desired
unifonn plane wave and the stray component is different. So the difference in phase
changes as well. Resulting in different attenuation by the stray component for every
location. So if the object is shifted down a line for several measurement positions, a
maximum and a minimum signal level can be found. Which implicitly indicate the true
signal level. The locations for the object under test and the change in registered level is
shown respectively in figures 2.9 and 2.10 on the next page.
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Figure 2.10: Changes in registered levels.

The deviations in the amplitude data of the radiation pattern give a good indication for the
magnitude of the interfering signal and reflectivity levels can be calculated. But when the
level has to be determined accurately, the number of measurements necessary increases
considerably. Thus making the method less practical.

Instead of using only the amplitude data it is also possible to use both amplitude and phase
of the recorded data. This gives the opportunity to determine the interference level in an
other, more elegant, way. This improvement of the classic APC method is called the Novel
Antenna Pattern Comparison (NAPC) method [14]. With phase and amplitude of the
recorded signal it is possible to determine the stray component from only three radiation
patterns measured at different positions.
When only the amplitude is considered, many measurements have to made in order to
determine the exact minimum and maximum level or calculate a reliable average. With
amplitude and phase the signal can be treated vectorial.

coherent plotting

-->

Figure 2.11: Vectorial presentation of desired and stray signal components.

In the left hand picture in figure 2.11 the results of the measurements done in three
positions are depicted. When the locations of the measurements are exactly known, the
phase difference can be calculated. So the measurements at positions 2 and three can be
phase-shifted to location 1 and coherently plotted together; figure 2.11, right.
Each measurement vector, Eml , Em2 en Em3, can be thought to be composed of two vectors
representing the desired and the stray component:
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Emi . SincPmi = Edi .sincPi + Esi ' sincPi
Emi .COScPmi =Edi ' COScPi + Esi ' COScPi

where:
i = 1, 2 or 3 for the locations 1, 2 or 3
Emi and cPmi are the measured amplitude and phase on position i
Edi and cPdi are the amplitude and phase on position i of the desired component
Esi and cPsi are the amplitude and phase on position i of the stray component

(2.22)

One single measurement at one of the three positions gives a set of two equations with
four unknown variables. Performing n measurements at n locations consequently delivers
2n+2 unknown variables. Such a set cannot be solved for all variables. But, when all the
distances between the locations are exactly known, all phases cPdi can be expressed relative
to phase cPdI' This additional information makes it possible that three measurements are
already sufficient for a solution.
The coherent plot in figure 2.11 also indicates this in a graphical way. In this situation the
first position is taken as the reference plane. When all measurements are phase shifted to
the reference plane the measurement vectors end on the circle surrounding the vector Edi.
The components Edi coincide and the interfering contributions of the vectors Esi form the
radii of the circle. This circle can be unambiguously determined when three points on the
circle are known. In other words: when three measurements are done. With the circle
known the desired quantity Edi is revealed as the circles centre.
Finally, let it be noticed that the NAPC method can only be applied to correct for one
stray component at a time. When more stray components interfere in one measurement it is
almost impossible to make corrections for all these components. The number of known
variables is always outnumbered by the unknown variables. The success of the NAPC
method strongly depends on the capacity of the radiation pattern to distinguish between
multiple interfering components. Especially high-gain antennas have a low-sidelobe
radiation pattern that lends itself perfectly to be corrected with the NAPC method.

2.3. General correction techniques

The correction techniques illustrated in the previous two paragraphs all try to synthesize
the desired incident compact range field by cancelling the stray sources which contaminate
this field. Additionally to these methods the following two processing techniques can be
used to further remove the errors in the measurement results.

2.3.1. Background subtraction

Some of the stray sources are independent of the object under test. Their radiation, known
as background radiation, is always present in RCS measurement results. This background
radiation is easily registered by measuring the radiation without the presence of the object
under test; a so-called Empty Room (ER) measurement. By subtracting the ER radiation
level from the actual measurement data the background radiation level is removed from the
scene. This is called Static Background Scattering Subtraction (BSS).
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It is very well possible that the background radiation is dependent of the used frequency
and aspect angle. But, static BSS only accounts for the radiation level at one specific
frequency and aspect angle. So it would be better to measure the background radiation
level at all frequencies and for all aspect angles. Using ER data whith all frequency and
aspect angle information included, is Dynamic Background Scattering Subtraction (DBSS).

-31.

co
u
~ -42.

Cll

~ -53.

Cll

~ -64.

Figure 2.12: Improvement by Dynamic Background Scattering Subtraction for a flat plate

With a DBSS the background interference can be decreased tremendously. However, a
remark should be made. If the empty room is created by removing the object from its
mount, the radiation which is intercepted by the object in the actual measurement is now
free to cause additional reflection. The subtraction of this extra refection component as a
background radiation component corrupts the subtraction technique. It would be better to
shield the object from the incident electromagnetic wave with radar absorbing material,
thus making it electromagnetically invisible. This way the shading of the object and some
of the interactions between object and room remain present in the data. Subtraction of this
data will lead to better results. Figure 2.7 displays an example of DBSS improvement in
case of an RCS measurement of a flat plate. The upper figure clearly shows a strong noise
level, specifically for the larger aspect angles. After DBSS the noise has disappeared and
the lower RCS more closely resembles the expected flat plate RCS.

2.3.2. Time-gating

The principle of time-gating is based on time-differentiating the desired uniform plane
wave from the stray sources. Because the uniform plane wave and the stray components
travel along different paths, they have a different times-of-arrival. So in the time-domain, it
should be possible to distinguish between the specific components.
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Figure 2.13: Time-domain impulse response from uniform plane wave and stray component.

When a pulse-modulated wave is transmitted, the response from an antenna under test
could be like the response shown in figure 2.13. At a certain moment in time, the main
response from the desired plane wave arrives, after some time followed by the response
from a stray source. When an appropriate time-filter is applied, the desired response from
the plane wave can be captured; removing all the interference from the stray sources.
All the functions for pulse excitation and time-gating can be accomplished by specialized
hardware [15]. But, this equipment is expensive and the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorates.
A better solution is provided by pulse-compression techniques. The transmitted wave
sweeps through a span of frequencies, the bandwidth B. With Fourier techniques the
received signal is compressed into the corresponding pulse response in time-domain. This
time-domain picture can be gated in order to eliminate the stray sources present, or
analyzed to locate the stray sources.
The ability to distinguish between two specific responses, is expressed in the resolution R,
the minimum detectable range distance. The resolution depends on the used bandwidth:

R
c

B
(2.23)

where c is the propagation velocity of the electromagnetic wave. Increasing the bandwidth
B improves the resolution of the measurement. The maximum range distance L which can
be resolved without aliasing is determined by the frequency spacing 6.1 between two
samples in the frequency sweep. The closer together the frequencies are, the larger the
alias-free range distance which can be covered. When the frequency samples are equally
spaced in the bandwidth, the frequency spacing is determined by the number of samples
taken, n. So, the alias-free range distance L is determined by the number of samples:

en· c
L = =

6./ B (2.24)

Bear in mind that an increase in bandwidth in order to improve the resolution, decreases
the alias-free range distance. So if the same range distance has to be analyzed, an increase
in bandwidth has to be attended with an increase in the number of frequency samples.
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The geometry of the compact range plays a significant part in the effectivity of the time
gating. Depending on their location in the range, the stray components have a certain time
of-arrival connected to a certain location in the time domain. When the time location of a
stray source is too close to, or overlaps, the time-location of the desired plane wave, the
gate cannot separate them effectively. So it can occur that some stray sources are captured
in the gate and remain present in the time gated signal.
In addition to the problems of overlap arising from the range geometry, it is possible that
the object under test introduces difficulties as well. Next to the main response the total
response of an object may include additional responses from multipath reflections within
the object itself. (c.f. The multiple reflections between the main- and subreflector of a
dual-reflector antenna.) In the time-domain these additional responses spread out next to
the main reflection. Thus, widening the response of the object under test. If unexpected,
these responses could easily be mistaken for stray sources and removed by the gate.
However, they really are an inseparable part of the total response of the object under test
and should not be removed from the received signal.
This combination of overlap and spreading of the response hampers the application of
time-gating considerably. But considering the ease with which all other stray sources are
removed completely, time-gating provides a simple and effective tool against stay sources.
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3. INCIDENT FIELD DETERMINATION

3.1. Introduction

During the last years several techniques have been developed to correct the measured
radiation patterns for the imperfections in the compact range. In the previous chapter some
of these techniques have been presented. However, none of these techniques correct the
non-idealities in the measurement for one hundred percent.
A crucial step for the success of the correction procedure is the determination of the test
zones irregularities. Mostly the characterization of the test zone is done by scanning the
test zone field with a probe with a known electromagnetic response. The problem with this
conventional approach is that the characterization of the test zone field is always done in
absence of the object under test. So, interactions between the object and the compact range
are not accounted for. This shortcoming cannot be compensated easily, because it strongly
depends on the specific object to be tested.
The measurement errors also strongly depend on the used frequency and aspect angle.
Especially when the scattering properties of an object are examined. It is therefore very
important that a used correction technique is also dependent of the frequency and aspect
angle.

Instead of probing the test zone field with a standard gain hom, the new technique uses a
reference object to determine incident the test zone field. Several objects can be used for
this purpose: plates, cylinders, spheres, etc. From these objects the flat plate is preferred as
the reference object for several reasons: A flat plate is easy to manufacture and handle.
When the flat plate is fitted to the actual object under test, the test object remains present
in the reference measurement. Thus maintaining the test objects shadowing of and
interactions with the compact range. Furthermore the highly directive radiation pattern of a
flat plate can be used to determine the location of the stray components quite accurate.
Finally, use of a rectangular flat plate keeps the derivations relatively simple. Which
allows good insight in the technique.
A problem directly connected to the use of a reference object instead of a standard gain
antenna is that the reference measurement is an ReS measurement instead of an antenna
measurement. So the results of the reference measurement give FF scattering information
about the object and not compact range test zone information. In order to be able to use
this ReS measurement as a reference measurement, a relation between the corrupted FF
scattering properties of the reference plate and the corrupting stray sources must be found.
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3.2. Method of correction

The derivation of this relation is based on a special representation of the incident test zone
field. Together with the desired uniform plane wave there are several contributions from
stray sources incident. This stray source distribution can be replaced by a FF point source
distribution which causes the same interference in the test zone of the compact range as
the stray sources do. (c.f. the spectral analysis)
When the incident compact range field is considered to be a superposition of the desired
uniform plane wave and a set of unknown, interfering uniform plane waves, the results
from the ReS measurement of the flat plate can be interpreted likewise: A superposition of
the desired response to the desired uniform plane wave together with the unwanted
response to the unknown interfering plane waves. Because the scattering from a flat plate
is theoretically known in good approximation, the desired response can be calculated.
When this theoretical expectation is removed from the measurement results, the unwanted
response to the interference remains. The unknown quantities which define the interfering
plane wave distribution for the incident test zone field, reappear in the unwanted response
of the scattering measurement. So when the unwanted scattering is determined, these
unknown quantities can be calculated. When the interference in the test zone is known, it
is possible to derive the true incident field in the test zone. Now the true incident field is
known a set of weighting factors can be calculated to correct the results of the actual test
measurement for the imperfections in the incident compact range test zone field.

3.3. Scattering from an incident electromagnetic field

The section of the test zone that will be examined is the section which coincides with the
reflecting surface of the reference object, the rectangular flat plate. The surface of the plate
lies in the XY-plane with its centre in the centre of coordinates. The dimensions of the
plate are a and b in respectively X and Y direction.
As explained before the incident field consists of several electromagnetic contributions.
One contribution is the desired uniform plane wave coming from the boresight direction
which is taken to be along the Z-axis. The other contributions are the interfering fields
from the stray sources. The stray sources can be located anywhere in the compact range so
the incident direction for the stray contributions is variable (a,~).

Figure 3.1: The coordinate system for the incident fields.
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For a uniform plane wave incident from the direction (aJ3 j ) the electric and magnetic fields
can be written as:

(3.1)

(3.2)

where Eo is the amplitude of the incident field, Zo is the complex wave impedance, a j is the
incident azimuth angle and f3j is the incident elevation angle. The time dependence is taken
to be ej(J t. If Physical Optics are assumed to be sufficiently accurate and if edge effects
may be neglected, the approximate current density on the flat plates surface is:

Jsurf = 2Jisurf XH i

= 2tiz xHi
= 2{-H iti +Hiti }

y x x y
(3.3)

With the incident fields from (3.1) and (3.2) the x, y and z components of Jsurf become:

J - 2E' ·nD.. jk(xsina j + ycosajsinJ3j + zcosajcosf3j)
surf,x - oSmaiSh'l-'i e

2E
jk(xsinaj + ycosajsinJ3j + zcosajcosf3j)

ocosai ' e

Jsurf•z = 0

In appendix Al is derived how these surface current densities lead to the following
scattered electric and magnetic fields E S and H S

:

E S =_ jke -jkr,
• (Lf3+Z0N a )a 47Trs

E S =
jke -jkr,

• (L -Z N )f3
47Trs '

a 0 f3

H S =
jke -jkr,

• (Nf3- ; La)a 47Trs 0

H S = -
jke -jkr,

• (Na + ; Lf3)f3
47Trs 0

H S = 0 E S = 0r r
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(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)



with

N = JJlsurf ejk(xsina, + ycosa,sinf3, + zcosa,cosf3,)dS

s

L = JJM surf ejk(xsina, + ycosa,sinf3, + zcosa,c0sf3,)dS

s

(aJ3s,rs) is the scattering direction for the electric wave towards the probe

3.4. CATR scattering from the reference plate

(3.12)

(3.13)

N and L are calculated by integrating the induced surface currents over the reflective
surface of the reference plate. In the following only electric sources will be considered. So
the contributio~ of the magnetic surface current M surf may be discarded. Consequently,
calculation of L is no longer necessary. For the calculation of N appendix A2 is used to
separate N in an Na and an Nf3 component.

Na = JJ (cosas·Jsurf,x -sinassinf3s ·Jsurf,y - sinascosf3s·Jsurf,z) .
s

= JJ 2EoK ejk(Tx+Uy+Vz) dS
s

with

K = sinajsinf3jcosa
S

- cosajsinassinf3s

T = sinaj+sinas
U = cosajsinf3j+cosassinf3s
V = cosaFosf3j+cosascosf3s

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

The reference plat is rectangular and lies in the XY-plane. The dimensions of the plate are
a in x-direction and b in y-direction, Performing the integration of (3.13) over this surface
gives the following result for Na :

N = 2E ab K . sinK
a 0 X

sinY
Y
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with

Analogously an expression for NfJ is derived:

N == 2E abL sinX .sinY
f3 0 X Y

with L == cosa;cosf3s

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

When (3.19) and (3.22) are used in (3.4) and (3.5) this leads to the following scattered
electric field components:

sinY

Y (3.24)

sinK

X
sinY

Y (3.25)

Th C jZoEoab. d' . , d d ~e constant == - IS a lrectlOn 10 epen ent lactor.
A

The expressions (3.24) and (3.25) represent the electric field components scattered in the
direction (asJ3s) from a flat rectangular plate. This applies when only one uniform
electromagnetic field is incident from the direction (a;J3;). Yet, in a compact range there is
more than one electromagnetic field incident. Appart from the desired field coming from
boresight, there are several stray fields incident from various directions. This composition
of incident fields can be expressed in the following way:

. ; i
E I == Epw +Estr

== Z E jkz "Z E A( f3) jk(sinajx+cosajsinf3jY+cosajc0sf3jz)
o 0 e + LJ 0 0 ai' i e

(a;.f3; )
(3.26)

The first term represents the desired incident uniform plane wave. In the second term all
the stray source contributions are summed.
For the received scattered electromagnetic field the same representation applies. The
complete scattered field consists of the scattering originating from the desired incident
uniform plane wave, together with the scattering effects from the incident stray fields.
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Figure 3.2: Scattering contributions from stray sources. (azimuth plane)

For the desired incident uniform plane wave it can be seen in the above figure that (as,{3s)
equals (aj,{3j) for every position of the plate. (Angles with regard to plate position.)
Theoretically every stray source present in the compact range contributes to the scattered
field in every direction. The strength of the contribution from one specific stray source
depends on the sensitivity of the radiation pattern of the antenna for the specific incident
and scattering direction. In a situation where there are N stray sources present, this leads to
N unknown contributions from the stray sources for every position of the reference plate.

E S
= E;' + L Es~(ai,!3i)

(aj ,{3j)
(3.27)

If every stray source in the compact range is to be solved, sufficient measurement positions
and considerable processing effort are necessary. Making the problem quite complicated.
To reduce the complexity the following is assumed:
From all stray source present in the compact range, the contribution from the stray source
which can be received through optical reflection is assumed to dominate the other
contributions. This assumption has already been successfully used in other research. Its
result is that for every position of the reference plate only two scattering contributions
remain: One is the scattering from the desired incident uniform plane wave, and the other
is the stray plane wave contribution which reflects according to (as,!3s) =-(aj,!3j)'

(3.28)

Using these conditions for the scattering directions in (3.24) and (3.25) together with an
incident electromagnetic field like (3.26) the scattering variables K, L, X and Y can be
calculated. The results are displayed in table 3.1.
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x=
y=
K=
L=

desired pw
(asl3s)=(aj3 j )

ka sinas

kb cosassinf3s
o

cosascos{3s

stray
(as,{3s)=- (aj ,{3;)

o
o
o

cosascos{3s

Table 3.1: Scattering variables

Because K equals zero for both scattering contributions the electric field component E:
disappears. This is a consequence of the chosen incident field. The elevation component of
the scattered electric field equals:

s [ sin(kasinas) sin(kbcosassin{3,) ]
Ef3(a,{3)==C·cosacos{3 . +A(a,.,{3,.)

s s s s kasina kbcosa sin{3s s s
(3.29)

For the receiving position the electric field must be separated in (x,y,z) directions. With the
inverse transformation matrix from appendix Az this final transformation is carried out with
the following result for the received scattered electric field:

Ex
S

( as,{3s) ~ 0

E/(as,{3,) ~ cos{3s' E;

2 [ sin(kasinas) sin(kbcosassin{3s) ]
== C· cosa cos f3 .------ + A(ai,{3;)

s s kasinas kbcosassin{3s

Ez'(as,{3s) ~ - sin{3s .E;

. [Sin(kaSina) sin(kbcosa sin{3s)
== - C· cosascos{3ss1n{3s . s. ~

kasmas kbcosassln{3s

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

The first terms belong to the desired response from the incident uniform plane wave. The
unknown quantities A(aj,{3j) which defined the incident stray source contributions for every
(a j ,{3;) in the incident field, reappear in the second terms of the scattered field. Note that
because of (as' {3s)=- (a j ,{3;) the pattern for A(a j ,{3;) appears inverted to the measurement
coordinates (as,{3s)'
In the next paragraph will be shown how these A(a j ,{3;) can be isolated from a reference
measurement and how they can be used to determine the true incident compact range test
zone field.
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3.5. Determination of the incident compact range field.

In general the expression for the received scattered electric fields can also be written as:

(3.33)

EY~CATR is the electric field in y direction measured in the compact range. Ey~pw is the
desired scattering from the incident uniform plane wave. For the reference plate a
theoretical expectation for Ey~pw can be calculated and subtracted from the measurement
data.

= C· cosa COS2D ·A(a. D.)s P s I,PI

(3.34)

The residue of the subtraction represents the stray source contribution for that certain
direction (as,{3s). With (3.34) it is very simple to determine the unknown A(a j,{3):

(3.35)

By calculating A(aj,{3j) for every measurement direction, a complete view of the level of
interference versus the incidence direction is obtained.
Note that the value of A(aj,{3j) may only be related to the strength of the interference
coming from the direction (aj,{3J . In contrast to what is told to believe in other research
reports, e.g. [17] and [18], it is not correct to compare the relative A(aj,{3j) values for
several stray source directions. In [17] and [18] an additional factor 2 is added to (3.35) to
account for the second stray contribution from the reciprocal path. However, this is only
true when only one single additional reflection is assumed. (Figure 3.3.a) When there is
more than one additional reflection, there is more than one additional path as well. (Figure
3.3.b) For a situation where there are N additional reflections between transmission and
reception, there are (N+l)! additional multipaths. So the corresponding value of A(aj,{3j)
should be updated consequently. Assuming that stray contribution with more than one
additional reflection may be neglected, maximizes the factor to 2. This assumption is
acceptable. But when "direct" radiation is corrupting the measurement (Le. radiation that
does not follow the CATR path via the two reflectors but illuminates the object directly),
there is no additional path possible. So the factor 2 does not apply to this specific A(aj ,{3J
When a general factor 2 is still applied, bare in mind that the A(aj,{3j) corresponding to a
directly interfering stray source is only half as strong as should be.
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Figure 3.3: Multiple reflections between transmission and reception.

However, this problem of multiplying by a factor 2 or not holds no consequences for the
success of the correction technique. The correction only uses the weighting coefficients
A(a j,{3J to remove the interfering contributions from the measurement results. Wether a
specific interference originates from a single or a multiple reflection is of no influence.
The only unknown variable at this moment is Eo. With the assumption that there are no
stray components interfering from boresight direction, A(O,O) should equal 1. With this
condition the value for Eo can be calculated.
The complete set of A(a j,{3J and expression (3.26) leads to the following expression for the
true incident test zone field in the compact range:

E j = E Z jkz ~ f.} Z E A( f.}) jk(sinujx+cosajsin{3jy+cosajcos{3jz)
y,CATR 0 0 e + LJ COSfJj 0 0 ai'fJj e

(uj.{3j)
(3.34)

In the next chapter it will be explained how the knowledge of the true incident compact
range field can be exploited to process the corrupted measurement results and create results
that would have been gathered in an ideal situation. This will be done for both antenna and
Radar Cross-Section measurements.
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4. MEASUREMENT CORRECTION

4.1. Introduction

Correcting a corrupted measurement by applying a set of weighting factors is a common
known technique. It is also generally accepted that the weighting factors are inversely
proportional to the test zone field.

(4.1)

with

1
qn - ----

En, test zone
(4.2)

In order prevent misunderstandings, caution must be taken with the use of the word "test
zone". The test zone field is defined as the incident field in case of an antenna situation.
An antenna situation is a one-way situation. Yet, an RCS situation is a two-way situation.
For this situation the test zone can be approximated by the square of the incident field. So
for the one-way and the two-way situation holds: E1•way =E i and E2•way = (E if.

In this chapter the correction procedure for an antenna and an RCS measurement will be
described. Because the incident interference from the compact range is two-dimensional,
the best results will be achieved if the general correction procedure is two-dimensional as
well. For the antenna situation the derivation of the technique will be carried out fully two
dimensional. But for editorial convenience, the RCS situation will only be described in the
one-dimensional azimuth plane. When necessary, this can easily be extended to the two
dimensional situation.
To derive the algorithm for the correction of the two-dimensional antenna and the one
dimensional RCS situation some approximations have to be made. This will decrease the
accuracy of the correction. For the antenna situation, however, this setback can be avoided
by limiting the technique to one dimension. Then the earlier used approximation will tum
out to be exact. The problem that a one-dimensional correction is blind for any elevated
stray components will be met by a careful choice of the reference object.
First the correction of an antenna measurement is discussed for the two-dimensional and
the one-dimensional situation.
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4.2. Antenna measurement correction

4.2.1. Two-dimensional correction

When an antenna measurement is performed, the received signal at the terminals of the
antenna is: (see Appendix A3)

(4.3)

Fcr(a, (3)
F(a,[3)
(a,[3)
(amn' Pmn)

: corrupted response from compact range
: theoretically correct response
: antenna position
: equivalent antenna position

The registered response Fcr(a,[3) is a combination of the correct response F(a,[3) and a
response originating from the interference in the compact range. Because the incident
direction for the interference (aj ,[3J is related to boresight and not to the antenna position,
it is necessary to introduce an equivalent antenna position (a,p) which directly relates the
incident direction of the interference and the angular position of the antenna.
The equations for (a,p) are quite complex. (App. (A.39)) But with the assumption that the
antenna position is limited to a small angular region close to boresight and that the
interference originates from small angles (aj ,[3J, the following approximation applies:

a :::::: a-a;
f.J. :::::: [3 - [3; small angle approximation (4.4)

Appendix A3 shows that (4.3) can be rewritten as:

Fc,(a,[3) = Q(a,[3) * F(a,{3) (4.5)

The response as measured in the compact range, Fcr(a,[3), is the convolution of the
theoretically correct response, F(a,[3), with the so called correction spectrum, Q(a,[3):

Q(a,[3)
+M +N

= " "q ·8(a-a. ,[3 -[3. )L..J L..J mn l,mn l,mn
m=-M n=-N

(4.6)

The qmn in (4.6) are the correction coefficients. These factors include the actual test zone
information which is used to correct the measurement. In Appendix A3 the relation
between the true compact range field and the correction coefficients is derived:
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a b

2 2

== 1..- ff 1 e -j(ai,mnx+~i,mnY) dx dy
ab a b EcrCx,y,O)

2 2

(4.7)

For an antenna situation the compact range field Ec,(x,y,O) is a one-way test zone field
which is equal to the incident field. With the true electric field incident on the antenna, as
calculated in chapter three, the correction coefficients can be calculated.
By rewriting the convolution from (4.5) the corrected measurement can be expressed as a
two-dimensional weighted summation of measured field components (see Appendix A3):

+M +N

F(a,{3) L L qmn ·Fcr(a-ai,mn,{3-{3i,mn)
m=-M n=-N

4.2.2. One-dimensional correction

(4.8)

Most of the stray components in a compact range are gathered around the azimuth plane,
{3=O. So when a measurement is conducted in the azimuth plane, the correction technique
may be limited to one dimension.
When (3=O is applied to expression (A.39), approximation (4.4) is no longer necessary. The
equivalent antenna position (a,p) now is exact:

a == a-ai

J.L==O

This changes the received compact range response from (4.3) into:

(4.9)

(4.10)

Analogously as for the two-dimensional situation an expression for the corrected response
can be obtained as a one-dimensional weighted summation of the measurement response:

+M

F(a) == L qm ·Fcr(a-ai,m)
m=-M

with the correction coefficients qm defined as:

a

2

== 1. f 1 e -jai,mx dx
qm a!: Ecr(x,O)

2
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For f3=O the correction of the measurement with (4.11) and (4.12) is exact. However, the
sensitivity of the antenna cannot be restricted purely to f3=O and there always will be stray
components coming from directions other than f3=O. So the measurement results of an
azimuth (f3=O) scan will show unexpected deviations because of the interference from
elevated stray sources. The consequences of the fact that a measurement in a CATR cannot
be restricted to one dimension can be encountered by using a reference object which has
the same elevation sensitivity as the test object of which the measurement has to be
corrected. In this way the reference object and the test object both experience the same
elevation interference. So the elevated stray sources will not undermine the success of the
one-dimensional correction technique. In practice this means that the reference object will
be modified. The height of the flat plate will be adapted to the specific elevation sensitivity
demands.

4.3. Radar Cross-Section measurement correction

The one-dimensional RCS from a flat plate will be written as: p(ajoas ,8,k). Where:

a j : Incident angular direction for the incident field
as : Scattered angular direction for the scattered field
(} : Objects angular position
k : Wavenumber

For a monostatic set-up the received response due to the desired monostatic plane wave
response and the bistatic stray contributions equals (see Appendix A3):

(4.13)

With the bistatic equivalence theorem [19], circular symmetry and the following small
angle approximation

(
a -a JcosT = 0 (4.14)

the bistatic terms in (4.13) can be changed into monostatic contributions. Note that because
of the bistatic equivalence theorem the wavenumber k changes into k· cos aj-a,. In (4.15)
the response from the compact range is expressed completely in terms of m6nostatic
contributions. The wavenumber is omitted.
With the delta-function, (4.15) can be written as an integral which equals the convolution
of (4.16).
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= B(8) * p(O,O,8)

where

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

Expression (4.16) closely resembles expression (4.5) for the antenna situation. Yet, with an
other B(8). With several Fourier transformations (4.16) is changed into:

p(O,O,8) = 7-1
{ 1 } * pc,(O,O,8)
7B(8)

(4.18)

In Appendix A3 it is shown that with the assumption of small angles am and an' expression
(4.16) leads to the corrected RCS response as a one-dimensional weighted summation of
the measured RCS response acquired in the compact range:

+M

p(O,O,8) = L qm Pc,(O,O,8-8m)
m=-M

with the correction coefficients qm as given in (4.20):

a

2

1 J 1 -j8mx dx
qm = a !!.. (E i(x,O»2 e

2

(4.19)

(4.20)

Comparison of the correction of an antenna measurement (4.11/12) and the correction of
an RCS measurement (4.19/20) shows a strong resemblance. The corrections are carried
out by weighting the measured responses with a set of correction coefficients which are
obtained through an integration of the inverse of the test zone field. The only difference
lies in the test zone field, EJ•way = E i and E2•way = (E i?, and in the role of the objects
angular position which has a double effect in case of an RCS situation.
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4.4. Overview of complete correction techniques

In this chapter two different corrections have been discussed: The antenna measurement
correction and the RCS measurement correction.
The antenna corrections are performed two and one-dimensional. For the two-dimensional
case an angle approximation is required. This limits the applicability of the technique to a
small angular region. When there are no dominant stray sources located at larger angles, a
two-dimensional scan will give the most accurate results. A one-dimensional correction of
an antenna measurement makes the small angle approximation superfluous. So this method
of correction is theoretically exact. In practice however, the extend of this accuracy may be
questioned. Because an other approximation is necessary to adapt the two-dimensional
reality to a one-dimensional measurement situation. But if this modification is carried out
accurately, the one-dimensional measurement requires far less time and effort and the
results should be quite satisfying.
The Radar Cross-Section measurement correction is derived for one dimension, but can
easily be extended to two dimensions. The small angle approximation, already mentioned
above, is inevitable for both one and two-dimensional corrections. So the effect of this
correction is restricted to a small angular region around boresight as well.
Both corrections correct the corrupted measurement by weighting the measurement data,
one or two-dimensionally, with a set of correction factors. These correction factors are
inversly proportional to the actual test zone field in the compact range. When an antenna
measurement is to be corrected, this implies that the correction factors are inversly
propotional to the true incident field. For an RCS measurement correction the correction
factors are inversly proportional to the square of the incident field.

The calculation of the true incident field (usable for both situations) is explained in the
previous chapter. By comparing measured results with theoretically calculated results, the
interference from unwanted reflections in the compact range can be determined. With this
knowledge the true incident test zone field can be calculated. With the calculation of the
incident field no approximations are made. Possible deviations from the true incident field
can only be caused by a comparison with inaccurate reference data. Incorrect modification
of the reference object to meet the elevation requirements for a one-dimensional correction
will also cause errors in the calculated incident field.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. Measurement facility

To verify the effect of the correction techniques presented in chapter three and four, the
theory is tested in practice. The tests are carried out in the antenna laboratory of the
Electromagnetics Division of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven
University of Technology. A sketch of the measurement facility is given in figure 1.3 on
page three. The Compact Antenna Test Range has two parabolic-cylindrically curved
reflectors which transform the spherical wave originating from the feed into a uniform
plane wave in the Quiet Zone area. Because of the limited dimensions of the reflectors the
uniform plane wave is also limited in size. The extend of the Quiet Zone in the CATR in
Eindhoven is about 1.5x1.5 m2

•

5.1.2. Obiects
4

The measurements are done with three different objects. As reference objects a flat plate
and a bar are used. The measurement which has to be corrected is the radiation pattern of
a slotted waveguide. This low sidelobe antenna is build inside a radome.

301
Iv.

a: flat plate

."
!30
!

if
yf/

~~20
yy

.// c: slotted waveguide
..1.:: radome

Figure 5.1: The objects used for the measurements (all measures in centimetres).

The flat plate has the same dimensions as the front of the antenna. So when the flat plate
is positioned in front of the antenna, it completely shields the antenna from the incident
field. For a two-dimensional scan this is necessary because the antenna and the flat plate
must cover the same test zone space. For a one-dimensional scan the elevation main lobe
of the plate is far too narrow. Therefore the height of the plate must be modified to create
a wider elevation main lobe. For that purpose the bar is used. The part of the antenna
which is not shielded by the bar could interact with the RCS measurement of the bar. To
prevent this the remainder of the antenna is covered with radar absorbing material. The
difference in height of the test zone space coverage between the bar and the antenna holds
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no consequences when the correction is one-dimensional.

5.1.3. Measurement specifications

Because the slotted waveguide antenna is only sensitive to horizontally polarized fields, all
measurements are performed with that polarization.
Apart from the fact that a full two-dimensional scan is very time consuming, it is also
impossible in this CATR to perform such a measurement within the required accuracy. The
insufficient rigidity of the mounting construction exhibits a non-constant deviation in
elevation. For that reason only one-dimensional azimuth measurements are done. The
various azimuth position angles are taken with the positioner in stepped mode. For every
azimuth angle the response is measured for all frequencies. These frequencies are
determined in stepped mode as well. For the three different measurement objects the
general measurement parameters are:

frequency:
range
number

azimuth:
range
number

flat plate I bar

9.225 - 9.475 GHz
51

-22.5 - 22.5 degr.
361

antenna

9.225 - 9.475 GHz
51

-45 - 45 degr.
721

Table 5.1: General measurement parameters

When the correction technique is correct, the corrected radiation pattern of the antenna
must remain unchanged when determined at different location in the Quiet Zone (QZ). To
verify this the measurements are repeated for three locations A, B and C at respectively the
front centre, the back centre and the 25 cm elevated back centre of the QZ. Locations A
and B are approximately 120 cm apart.

5.2. Practical implementation

5.2.1. Displacement of the reference object

It is already mentioned that it is very important that the reference object and the antenna
cover the same test zone space. Wether or not it is the "same" test zone space not only
depends on the dimensions of the space, but also on the location of the space. Even a
small displacement in longitudinal direction is enough to show a phase shift relative to that
displacement. Besides this it also may be possible that the interference for two locations
differs. Because of the thickness of the used reference objects the effective surface of the
plate and the bar lies some centimetres in front of the aperture of the antenna. When it is
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assumed that the interference remains the same over that small distance, only a phase shift
is introduced by the displacement between the two surfaces.
This phase shift is verified by measuring the RCS of the flat plate at two locations. For the
first location the plate is at its original location in front of the antenna. For the second
measurement the whole setup is shifted backwards to let the effective surface of the flat
plate coincide with the location of the antennas aperture at first measurement. The results
clearly showed the phase shift between the two locations. So when the reference plate is
used simply by placing it in front of the test object, the test zone in which the flat plate
RCS is measured is not the test zone in which the antenna response is measured. As a
result the correction coefficients determined with this plate may not be used to correct the
antenna measurement. The correct correction coefficients will be calculated when both the
apertures of the plate and the antenna coincide. This can be achieved by shifting the whole
set-up back and forth very carefully. The results of the phase shift measurements indicate
that the accuracy with which the shift can be done is more than enough.

5.2.2. Practical versus theoretical situation

normalization
For the determination of the interference from the stray sources in the compact range the
measured RCS of the reference object is compared with the theoretically calculated RCS of
that object. But the value of, for instance, the main lobe of the theoretical RCS is not
related to the value of measured main lobe. Therefore, before any comparison may be
made, the theoretical RCS must be scaled so that the main lobe of the theoretical RCS fits
the main lobe of the measured RCS.

SAR versus ISAR
The situation for which the theoretical RCS of the flat plate is derived in chapter 3 is a so
called Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) situation. However, the situation in most CATRs is
an Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) situation. For a SAR situation the objects
position is frozen and the feed-probe combination rotates around the object. Thus creating
a synthetic aperture. For the ISAR situation the roles are interchanged. Now the feed-probe
combination is located at one position while the object rotates around its axis. Again
revealing all angular information. For the calculation of an RCS it makes no difference
wether one or the other situation is chosen. But for the determination of the incident field
the angular differences causes several problems.
For the SAR situation discussed in chapter three the scattered direction of the wave as is
opposite to the incident direction a j • (See figure 5.3 on the next page.) The ISAR situation
on the other hand shows a different relation: The scattering direction as is always along the
z-axis while the incident direction a j equals twice the angle for the object position a. When
the ISAR situation in the CATR is treated a SAR situation the following three errors
occur: Compression of the angular range for the interference with a factor two, Inversion
of the sequence of calculated interference contributions and Attenuation of the calculated
interference contributions. Because of this the calculated correction coefficients qm show
the same deformations. It is unnecessary to explain that this correction set may not be
used. On the next page this problem is sketched schematically.
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Figure 5.2: SAR versus ISAR

5.2.3. Additional processing

Dynamic Background Subtraction
In addition to the scattering from the reference object (e.g. the bar) there are other
scattering contributions present in the measurement results. Because these additional
scatterings dominate the scattering from the reference object at larger angles, the dynamic
range of the ReS is decreased drastically. In order to improve this dynamic range the
Dynamic Background Subtraction technique is applied. (See paragraph 2.3.1.)
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Figure 5.3: Time Gating; measured (drawn) and gated (dotted)

Time Gating
With RCS measurements an other disturbing effect is the coupling. Mutual coupling
between the feed/probe system and the object, and direct coupling between the feed and
the probe. (The measurement set-up is a pseudo-monostatic set-up with separated feed and
probe horns, placed very close together.) Time gating is a technique which can be used to
remove this coupling from the measurement results. (See paragraph 2.3.2.) The used gate
had a span of 7.5 m around the desired response from the reference object. Figure 5.3
shows the effect of the applied time gate. The overall shape of the pattern is more or less
the same. But for several directions the gating clearly suppressed the influence of a stray
contribution. Resulting in a drastically deformation of the radiation pattern.

Dynamic Background Subtraction and Time Gating are both applied to all measured RCSs
of the reference objects before they are used in the correction technique. Because the time
gating removes several interferences from the reference scene, they must be removed in
case of the antenna measurement as well. Therefore the antenna measurements are also
time gated. (Note that when an RCS measurement is to be corrected, this measurement
must also undergo the same background subtraction as the reference measurement.)

5.3. Correction process

The vectorial Background Subtraction of the empty room measurement from the reference
measurement is performed by FILMATH. The program GATE is used for Time Gating.
The calculation of the interference in the compact range is done by PWCOR. PWCOR
requires two files: One file containing the measured RCS response of the reference object,
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and an other file with the corresponding theoretically calculated RCS. Based on this data
PWCOR determines the interference in the compact range, expressed in a set of
interference coefficients Am. These coefficients are used to calculate the actual incident
field for the test zone at that specific location. This incident field is then used to calculate
the correction spectrum (i.e. the one dimensional summation of the correction coefficients
qm as in (4.6». The output of PWCOR is a file containing the correction spectrum and a
file with the true incident field. The measurement which has to be corrected is offered to
the program QZCOR, together with the correction spectrum. QZCOR weights the corrupted
measurement with the correction spectrum. The final result is the corrected measurement.
An overview of the complete procedure is given below:

CATR
measurements

measurement
improvement

computer
input

interference
determination

intermediate
results

measurement
correction

FINAL
RESULT

correction
spectrum
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Figure 5.4: Processing flowchart

5.4. Testing of the reference objects

With a one-dimensional measurement it is very important that the second dimension of the
CATR is correctly implied in the measurements. All interfering components corrupting the
test measurement must also be present in the reference measurement. If one component is
not present in the reference measurement, the correction coefficients calculated from the
reference measurement will not account for that interfering contribution. Thus resulting in
a erroneously corrected measurement. Of course this also applies the other way around.
For an interfering component which does not effect the measured radiation pattern of the
antenna no correction is necessary. When, on the other hand, the reference object does
intercept that particular interfering component, an unwanted correction coefficient is
calculated and applied to the radiation pattern of the antenna.

Measurement of the elevation sensitivity of the test antenna showed a very wide elevation
main lobe. This makes the test measurement is highly vulnerable to elevated stray sources.
The two available reference objects are the flat plate and the bar shown in figure 5.1. The
flat plate has a very narrow elevation main lobe. Compared to the elevation main lobe of
the antenna, it is far too narrow. The elevation main lobe of the bar is wider, which is
more suitable for this situation. However, it still does not match the elevation main lobe of
the antenna completely. So it is still possible that a slight miscorrection occurs because of
the imperfect match of the elevation main lobes.

only detected
by antenna

not detected
by plate

Figure 5.5: Differences in elevation main lobes.

To demonstrate the consequences of a difference in elevation sensitivity, two identical Res
measurements of the flat plate and the bar are performed. With the data of these two
measurements the two corresponding correction spectra are calculated. The results are
depicted in figure 5.6 on the next page. The overall picture of the correction spectrum
from the plate resembles that from the bar. But there are two locations where the plate
clearly neglects to locate the interfering component. Resulting in two strong strong dips in
the correction spectra. Based on these differences in elevation sensitivity the bar is chosen
as the reference object to correct the radiation pattern of the slotted waveguide antenna.
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Figure 5.6: Correction spectra from the bar (drawn) and the plate (dotted).

5.5. Measurement corrections

With the bar as reference object the radiation pattern of the slotted waveguide antenna is
corrected for several locations. The measuring procedure is according to the flowchart of
figure 5.4. All measurements necessary for the correction of the antenna radiation pattern
at one specific location are performed with a minimal time interval inbetween. This to
minimize the possible change in test zone due to environmental changes.

First the RCS of the bar is determined. After Dynamic Background Subtraction and Time
Gating the measured RCS is compared with the theoretically calculated RCS.
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Figure 5.7: Reference measurement (left) and theoretically calculated RCS (right)
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With this data the true incident field is calculated with which the correction process
calculates the correction spectrum:

2. O.

m 1. m-20.

E E

CI O. CI -40.
m m
1: 1:

CI -1. CI -60.
0 0
...J ...J

-2. -BO.
-.61 .61

Figure 5.8: Calculated incident field Figure 5.9: Correction spectrum

The correction spectrum is then used to weight the (Time Gated) corrupted measurement
of the radiation pattern. Resulting in the corrected radiation pattern.
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Figure 5.10: Corrected measurement (drawn) and corrupted measurement (dotted)

The verify the validity of the correction technique the radiation pattern of the antenna is
corrected for three locations in the QZ. (Figure 5.11) The differences between the three
corrupted measurements clearly show that the interference in the three measurements
changes for every location.
If the technique is correct (and the circumstances perfect) the three corrected radiation
patterns should be the same. Figure 5.12 shows the three corrected radiation patterns of the
slotted waveguide antenna.
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Figure 5.11: Corrupted radiation patterns for three locations
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Figure 5.12: Corrected radiation patterns for three locations

5.6. Evaluation

The incident field would have been determined best with the flat plate as reference object
in a fully two-dimensional measurement. But because of the limitted accuracy of the
mounting equipment this was not possible.

For the one-dimensional correction a choice had to be made between the flat plate and the
bar as the reference object. Comparing the two correction spectra calculated with the plate
and the bar measurements shows that most of the interference originated from within the
width of both elevation main lobes. But a few dips in the correction spectrum from the
plate indicate that there are stray components which are not detected by the plate. The
correction spectrum from the bar does not show that problem and is therefore used as the
reference object for the correction of the slotted waveguide antenna.

When the correction technique is applied to the corrupted measurement of the radiation
pattern of the slotted waveguide antenna the influence is clear. The left side of the main
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lobe is smoothened and several peak levels are adjusted to a level which seem more
reasonable. However, around +25 degrees there still is a questionable region. Wether or not
the corrected values are true is hard to say because the exact radiation pattern of that
slotted waveguide antenna is not known. An indication about the validity of the technique
can be obtained by examining the results of the corrected patterns from different locations.
The corrupted measurements of the radiation pattern of the slotted waveguide show great
deviations when measured at different locations. Indicating different interference for every
location. The corrected radiation patterns resemble eachother very well. This convergence
of different interferences to one corrected value indicates that the technique is correct.
Dispite this succes there still are a few areas where a slight differences remain. When the
angular locations of those differences is combined with the knowleddge of the geometry of
the CATR it is possible to identify some of the remaining errors. The left corner edges of
the main reflector at about -12 degrees and the feed housing located around +25 degrees
are often locations from where a lot of interference originates.

The corner edges of the reflector act as elevated stray sources. The wide elevation main
lobe of the antenna will surely experience some interference from them. But, because of
the limited angular span of the bars elevation main lobe, it could be possible that these
interferences do not appear in the reference measurement. So, consequently, they are not
corrected for. When the measurement location is repositioned backwards, the elevation
angle of the corner edges decreases. Thus moving them into the angular span of the
elevation main lobe of the bar. With the interference from the corner edges entering the
reference measurement, it may expected that the results for that direction will improve.
This improvement is acknowledged by the measurement results.

The interference from the feed housing is in the azimuth plane. So the problem of a lack
senstivity in elevation cannot cause these differences. A probable explanation lies in the
aspect angle for the feed housing. At about +25 degrees the reference response of the bar
lies at a very low level. At these levels it becomes very significant to use very accurate
reference data. An error in either the measured RCS or the theoretically calculated RCS
could have severe consequences for the correct determination of the interference.
Especially when there is a strong interference coming from that direction. Perhaps the
errors caused by the interference from the feed housing can be reduced by applying an
other Time Gate or a better approximation for the RCS of the bar.

The classic method by which the test zone field is determined uses a standard gain horn to
scan the surface of the test zone. An improvement to this time intensive and relatively
inaccurate method is proposed in [18]. Yet the method presented in [18] is only valid for
small angles. Hence it is impossible to correct for interferences from larger aspect angles.
(Such as direct radiation from the feed.) With the method presented in chapter three of this
report, angular approximations are not necessary. Making it possible to correct a larger
angular span. The only restrictions are dictated by the calculation of the correction
coefficients. For an RCS measurement and a two-dimensional antenna measurement the
correction spectrum is only valid for small angles. But a one-dimensional correction of an
antenna measurement (which is the most frequent application) can be carried out without
any limitations to the angular span.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1. CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of the research discussed in this report was to develop a technique with
which the interference in the compact range could be determined. Secondary objective was
that the obtained information about the compact range interference could be used for the
correction of a compact range measurement.
Based on these specifications a simple idea is developed into an elegant theory with which
the interfering contributions in the incident compact range field can be determined. The
theory is designed fully two-dimensional and the actual incident field can be implemented
directly in the existing technique of correcting a compact range measurement.

In the practical validation of the theory Dynamic Background Subtraction and Time Gating
proved to be very valuable assets to the complete correction process. The new algorithm
with which the interference in the compact range is determined and the true incident field
is calculated gave very good results in the tested one-dimensional situation. For several
different locations the different interferences were correctly determined and corrected. The
remaining errors in the corrected results can be explained and most probably corrected for
with minor adjustments.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

The technique itself will probably give a more accurate set of interference coefficients
when the Physical Optics approximation of the RCS of the flat plate is improved with
Diffraction Theory. Specifically for larger angles it is very important to have a exact
reference for the RCS of the reference object.

The accuracy of the corrected results can be further enhanced by more carefully adapting
the elevation sensitivity of the reference object to that of the test object, thus ensuring that
both objects intercept the same interference. Specifically in an area where there are
elevated stray components this could prevent eroors in the detemined interference.

It is not investigated wether or not the location or the span of the used Time Gate are of
influence to the correction results. It is most probable that the disturbance from the feed
can be further removed with an adequate time gate. Perhaps it is possible to improve the
correction technique this way.
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A Mathematical calculations

Al Scattered electromagnetic fields

When the FF conditions are satisfied the solutions for A and F in the wave equations are
(see [16], chapter 6):

- J-L J - e -jkR
A = - JJswf - dS

4'17" S R
'krJ-Le -J s _

- '------. N
4'17"rs

'kR
- € JJ - e-JF=- M -dS

4'17" s SLUt R
'kr€e -J s

:::::: ·L
4'17"rs

with:

L = JJM
swf

ejk(xsinas+ycosassinf3s+ zcosascosf3s)dS

s

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

where as, f3s and rs are respectively the azimuth, elevation and radial coordinates for the
scattered field. For the scattered electric and magnetic fields caused by the A and F
potentials holds:

- - 1 -
EA = -jw[A + -V(V'A)]

k 2

- - 1 -
H p = -jw[F + -V(V'F)]

k 2

(A.S)

(A.6)

When assuming the FF, the second terms in (A.S) and (A.6) become negligible. Even so is
the radial term in a (lX,p,r) coordinate system. So the remainder of (A.S) and (A.6) can be
approximated by:

b



EA = -jwA

H F = -jwF

~ -jwAa aa - jwA/3 a/3

~ -jwFa aa - jwF/3 a/3
(A?)
(A8)

These is the electric field caused by the A potential and the magnetic field caused by the
F potential. The other electromagnetic fields, E F and H A' can be found by:

- 1 
E = -- \1xF

F €

- 1 -
H = -- \1xA

A €

(A9)

(A 10)

When using (A8) and the curl operation in (a,f3,r) coordinates derived in appendix A2, the
following expression for E F results:

Analogously H A yields:

- 1 -
H A = f.L \1xA

-1 -=-\1xE
jWf.L A

_ jW A A jW A A-- a -- aZ /3 a Z a /3
o 0

(All)

(A12)

Combining the potential contributions from A and F to E and H gives the complete
scattered electromagnetic field components as:

(Al3)

(A14)

(A15)
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S H S HS
H a = Aa + Fa

S H S HS
Hf3 = Af3 + Ff3

= jU) [A -Z F ]Z f3 0 a
o

= -jU) [A +Z F ]
Z a 0 f3

o

(A.16)

(A. I?)

(A.18)

By using (A. I) and (A.2) in (A.13) to (A.18) the scattered electric and magnetic field
components become:

N = JJJ
surf

ejk(xsina,+ ycosa,sinf3,+ zcosa,c0sf3')dS

S

L = JJM
surf

ejk(xsina, + ycosa,sinf3, + zcosa,c0sf3')dS

S

d

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)



A2 (a,f3,r) coordinate system operations

.-.....:

Figure A.I: The (azimuth,elevation,radius) =(a,~,r) coordinate system.

curl operation in the (a,{3,r) coordinate system

In the above figure the geometry of the coordinate system is displayed. Using this the curl
operation in this system can be derived as follows:

(qI' qz, q3) = (ex, ~, r) (A.27)

h1tla hztlp h3tlr

VxH = 1 a a a- - -
h 1h zh 3

aql aq2 aq3

h1Ha hzHp h3H r

= .!.(_l_. aH, _ J...(rH )) tl +
r rosa ap ar p a

.!.( J...(rH ) - aH,) tla +
r ar a aa tJ

1 (a ( H ) aHa )_---cosa --arcosa aa p ap r

e

(A.28)

(A.29)

(A.30)

(A.31)

(A.32)



rectangular (x/ ,X2 ,X3) versus spherical (a,{3,r) coordinate transformations

Transformation of a vector from the (x/,X2,X3) coordinate system to the (a,{3,r) coordinate
system is done by multiplication of the original vector by the transformation matrix M,

M

(A.33)

The transformation matrix is calculated as follows:

Xl = rsina
x2 = r cosa sin{3
x3 = rcosacos{3

r = (Xl'X2 ,X3 ) = (rsina,rcosasin{3,rcosacos{3)

rar = (sina, cosasin{3 ,cosacos{3 )
r

_ aaraa = (cosa, - sinasin{3 , - sinacos{3)aa
A 1 aara = ---- = (O,cos{3, -sin{3)
f3 cosa a{3

(A.34)

cosa -sinasin{3 -sinacos{3

M= 0 cos{3 -sin{3

sma cosasin{3 cosacos{3 (A.35)

To perform the inverse operation, transforming the (a,{3,r) coordinate system to (X/,x2,x3)'
the inverse matrix M-/ is calculated:

cosa o sina

-sinasin{3 cos{3 cosasin{3

-sinacos{3 -sin{3 cosacos{3

f

(A.36)



A3 Small Angle approximation for antenna and ReS corrections. [18]

Antenna situation

(Xi : incident direction stray component

(X : antenna position

(J : equivalent antenna position

desired i z

Planem
wave

optically reflecting
stray componellnt :

1\ I
n I
~ I"" ;< (X I

'" ............. ui

y

Figure A.2: Incident fields for a one-way antenna situation. (azimuth-plane)

In the above figure the angle a represents the angular position of the antenna and a i is the
incident angle for stray component. All these angles are with regard to the boresight
direction, the Z-axis. However, for the response of the antenna to a certain incident field
the angles with regard to the antenna position are most practical. Seen from the antenna,
the desired uniform plane wave has an incident direction equal to the antenna position. So
the two-dimensional response from the antenna to the desired plane wave can be expressed
by Eo F(a,{3). But for the incident direction of the stray component the direction ai cannot
be used. For the response from the antenna to the stray component the equivalent antenna
position (a,p) must be calculated. The incident direction of the stray component is:

sinaj

cosajsin{3j

cosajcos{3j
(A.3?)

With respect to the incident direction (aj3 i), the equivalent antenna position (a,p) yields:

cosaj - sinajsinf3j -sinajcos{3j
( sma )a cos{3j -sinf3j . cosasinf3

sinaj cosajsinf3j cosajcos{3j cosacos{3
(A.38)

By performing the multiplication in (A.38) the following equation for the equivalent
antenna position (a,p) can be found:
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[

sina ]
cosas1l1,LL

cosacos,LL

cosaisina - sinaicosa cos(f3 -f3J

sina sin(f3-f3J

sinai sina + cosai cosa cos(f3 - f3i )

(A.39)

The response from the antenna to the stray component can be written as EoF(a,Il). When
the desired incident uniform plane wave is considered together with all the interfering stray
contributions the response from the antenna to the complete incident test zone field is:

(A.40)

When the angular regions for (a,f3) are limited and when the incident directions (aj3) for
the stray sources are considered to be close to the Z-axis, the equivalent angles (a,ll) for
azimuth and elevation can be approximated significantly:

a = a-ai

,LL = f3 -f3i

small angle approximation (AAl)

This approximation is permitted because for the modem high performance compact ranges
the dominant stray sources indeed are located near the boresight direction. With this
approximation for (a,ll) expression (AAO) can be written as a convolution:

ex> ex> r +M +N 1
Fcr(a,f3) = JJEol8(a-(,f3-x)+ _ __ A mn 8(a-ai,mn-(,f3-f3i,mn-X)J F( (, x) d(dx

- ex>-ex> m--M n- N (A.42)

where 8(ai,f3i) represents the delta-function.
When substituting

(AA3)

in (AA2) the convolution can be written as

(A.44)
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By Fourier transforming (A.44), dividing by YB(a,!3) and inverse-transforming this gives:

F(a,!3) == 7-1
{ 1 } * Fcr(a,f3)
7B(a,f3)

The Fourier-transformation of B(a,f3) equals

making the inverse-transformation in (A.45)

• b

22
7-1{ 1 } == 1- JJ 1 e -j(ax+f3y)

7B(a,!3) ab!:!!. Ec,(x'y,O)
2 2

+M +N

== L LQmn 8(a-ai,mn,!3-!3i,mn)
m=-M n=-N

with

a b

2 2

== 1- JJ 1 e -j(ai,mnx +f3i ,mnY) dx dy
ab !:!!. Ecr(x,y,O)

2 2

(A.45)

(A.46)

(A.47)

(A.48)

(A.49)

The result in (A.48) is called the correction spectrum Q(a,!3) and the qmn are the
corresponding correction coefficients.
Now the convolution from (A.45) can be calculated. (next page) The result is a two
dimensional summation of all measurement positions. The error in every position is
removed by applying the corresponding correction factor qmn' (A.49) shows that qmn is
inversely proportional to the incident compact range field, the test zone field. and in case
of an antenna measurement the test zone field equals the incident compact range field.
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F(a {3) - 7-1
( 1 ) * F (a {3),- 7B(a,{3) cr'

+M +N

= ff FcrC'r,p) L L qmn 8(a-ai ,mn-T,{3-{3i,mn- p)dTdp
T P m=-M n=-N

+M +N

= L L qmn Fcr(a-ai ,mn,{3-{3i,mn)
m=-M n=-N

Radar Cross-Section situation

For editorial convenience all calculations in this part are kept in the one-dimensional
azimuth plane. A received RCS response will be written as: p (aj,as,e,k).

a j : Incident direction for incident field
as : Scattered direction for scattered field
() : Objects angular position
k : Wavenumber

The general expression for the monostatic received RCS response from an object is:

Due to reciprocity this can be reduced to:

(A50)

(A5!)

(A52)

As seen in (A52), an RCS of an object does not only consist of a monostatic response. It
contains bistatic components as well. The bistatic equivalence theorem, [19], dictates that
bistatic RCS responses acquired with small bistatic angles can also be obtained with a

a·+a a·-a
monostatic setup at an angle -'-' and with an adjusted wavenumber k· cos-'-' .

2 2

J

(A53)



Due to circular symmetry a i and a, can be changed to a i - cP and a, - cP on the condition that
the objects position 0 is changed to 0 - cP as well.
The bistatic equivalence theorem together with the circular symmetry and the small angle
approximation

(
a -a 1

cos --T- :=::: ° (A54)

makes it possible to change the bistatic terms in (A52) in monostatic terms. In (A55) the
wavenumber k is omitted:

(A55)

In a way analogous to that applied for the antenna situation, it will be derived that the
corrected RCS is weighted summation of the measured RCS. Yet, with different weighting
coefficients.
The received RCS of (A55) equals the following convolution:

Pc,(O,O,O) = B(O) * p(O,O,O)

where

(A56)

(A5?)

After a Fourier-transformation a convolution changes into a product of the corresponding
Fourier-transforms. Dividing by STB(O) and inverse Fourier-transforming this delivers an
expression similar to (A.45):

p(O,O,O) = !T-l { 1 } * Pc (0,0,0)
STB(O) ,

(A58)

Considering an antenna situation, STB(O) equals the compact range test zone field. In an
antenna situation, this one-way test zone is the same as the incident field. The following
calculations will show that in case of an RCS situation, !TB(O) again equals the test zone
field. But because an RCS situation is a two-way situation, the two-way test zone is the
square of the incident field.
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[

+M . am +M +N . . am'an ]
2 L 2jksm(-)x L L 2jksm(-)x

= E 1+2 A e 2 + A A e 2o m m n
m:-M m=-M n=-N

Assuming small angles so that 2sin~::::: sina, this can be approximated by:
2

(A.59)

(A.60)

The two-way test zone in an ReS situation is determined by two fields: the field incident
on the object and the field scattered by the object:

E (0) = E [1 + ~ A (a )ejkSinamx] • E [1 +~ A (a )ejkSinanx]
2-way X, 0 L..J m m 0 L..J n n

m=-M m=-N

= 7B(9)

Now (A.58) becomes

p(0,0,9) = sr-1
{ 1 } * Pcr(0,0,9)
E2_way(x,0)

The inverse Fourier-transformation equals:

a

{ }

2

sr-1 1 = .!.. J 1 e-jOxdx

E2_wa/x,0) a _! E2_way(x,0)
2

I

(A.61)

(A.62)

(A.63)

(A.64)



The integral may be written as a sum of delta-functions. The result is the so called
correction spectrum Q(O):

+M

Q(O) = L qm 8(0 -Om)
m=-M

with the correction coefficients qmn:

a

2

- 1 f 1 -jfJmx dx
qm - ;; !!. (E i(X,O))2 e

2

(A.65)

(A.66)

In expression (A.66) the to-way test zone field E2_way is replaced by the square of the
incident field E i.

The convolution from (A.63) results in the convolution of the correction spectrum Q(O)
with the measured RCS Per (0,0,0 - Om). From this it can be derived that the corrected RCS
P (0,0,0) is the weighted summation of the measured RCS:

+M

p(O,O,O) = L qm Pcr(O,O,O-Om)
m=-M

m

(A.67)
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